Name of Form: Envelope for Precinct Election Records.

Section Reference: Sections 127.035 and 127.067, Texas Election Code.

Purpose: To contain precinct election records prior to delivery to Central Counting Station.

Number of Copies Required: One.

Completed by: Presiding Judge.

Filing Date: Delivered with the transfer case or last prelocked, presealed ballot box delivered to the Central Counting Station.

Filed with: Presiding Judge of Central Counting Station.

Comments: Envelope Nos. 1, 2, and 4 are placed in this envelope.

This envelope is to be placed in Ballot Box No. 3 prior to sealing and delivering to the central counting station. If prelocked, presealed ballot boxes are used, this envelope shall accompany the last ballot box delivered to central counting station.

Version: Current form is dated 9/2023*.

*Previous version of the form dated 3/2007 may still be used.